
CHAPTER 7

Circulat ing Meaning I :  Making News 

Building hegemonic dominance involves, among other things, circulat-
ing appropriate discourses. Hegemonic labour requires making,

distributing and naturalizing meanings that serve the interests of the
dominant group(s). School and university curricula, news, other (non-
news) television narratives, radio narratives, films and advertising have
emerged at the key discursive fields for building dominance. At the end
of the twentieth century, manipulating data-bases began to emerge as a
seventh discursive field for building dominance. The question as to which
of these discursive fields is most important for planting and nurturing
hegemonic discourses is a moot point. By the end of the twentieth century
television was certainly regarded as very powerful (most powerful?), but
was it television news or other television narratives (dramas, soaps, films,
etc.) that most influenced viewers?

Each of the above discursive fields has its own sites and practices.
Discussing any of these sites and practices serves to illustrate the way in
which intellectuals develop symbiotic relationships with hegemony-
builders. This chapter will focus on just one site, namely news production,
and upon the intellectuals who make news, namely journalists. 

Are journalists merely agents of the hegemonically powerful, or are
they autonomous? This chapter will seek to answer this question by
exploring news as it emerges from the intersection of three variables: the
sites where production takes place; the dominant practices within these
sites; and the discourses privileged by those working in these sites. It will
be suggested that it is possible for journalists to be simultaneously agents
of the powerful and autonomous beings, that is they are not simply the
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play-things of the powerful, but are ensnared in webs of discourse and
practice which set parameters on autonomy. Essentially, each news-
making site has its own set of preferred practices and discourses which
‘guide’ the work of the journalists working at that site.

The s ites  of  news-making

Newsrooms are the productive fulcra for news-making. But newsrooms
(whether in newspaper offices or radio or television studios) are part of
larger organizations. Hence, newsrooms are locked into a wider chain 
of organizational influence. Newsrooms, as sub-structures within larger
organizations, necessarily conform to the practices of their host bodies.
This includes being influenced by pressures emanating from owners
(whether private or the state), although this influence is often indirect 
and opaque. Such sites also conform to the organizational practices of
the wider society hosting them. Further, news-making sites are not
autonomous of wider organizational and hegemonic pressures, but such
pressures are usually not the result of commanderism (i.e. an owner or
manager issuing directives) or conspiracy (i.e. small groups conspiring to
take control of key social sites). Rather, news-making is ‘constrained’ in
a more indirect manner. Hegemonic dominance is created through the
staffing practices (recruitment, promotion and dismissals) employed
within these sites and by decision-making concerning rules, procedures
and the configuration of technology within these sites. The hegemonically
dominant are at their most successful when meaning-making decision-
makers police themselves and their staff in ways which confirm the needs
of the ruling hegemony, when day-to-day operational decision-making
plus longer-term policy setting in newsrooms operates within a conceptual
framework that complements hegemonic needs (or at least does not cut
across core assumptions of the ruling hegemony). 

A fundamental parameter-setter in newsrooms involves decision-
making over staffing – who is hired and fired, and who is promoted to
key decision-making positions. A key hegemony-steering decision in
meaning-making sites is choosing who gets promoted to those positions
where staffing decisions are made. Ultimately, decision-making over
staffing is perhaps the core mechanism for moving meaning-making in 
a preferred direction because newsroom staffing profiles necessarily
determine which discourses are promoted and which are shunned.
Owners (private or state) exercise control over staffing profiles indirectly
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– they appoint the boards overseeing the organizations. Owners and/or
board members will overwhelmingly be members of ruling hegemonic
elites. Boards, in turn, appoint chief executive officers (CEO). It is unlikely
that a CEO would be appointed whose worldview was incompatible 
with that of the owner and/or board. The CEO, in turn, appoints and
promotes staff into key decision-making roles and they, in turn, 
hire and fire and train and socialize the rest of the staff. In the case of a
newsroom these staff are the gatekeepers of news-flows. So staffing
decisions are indirectly gatekeeping decisions. Importantly, influence over
staffing can be exercised by ‘commonsense’ rather than ‘commanderism’,
that is CEOs can generally work out the preferred discourses of their
boards/owners, as will the senior staff. Consequently, there is no need for
directives concerning which discourses should be favoured because good
staffing decisions (from CEOs downwards) can be relied on to create self-
policing mechanisms (through staff ‘cloning’). Discourses serving the
hegemonically dominant will be adhered to because staff cloning will
ensure ‘appropriate’ gatekeepers are in position. This also means that the
mechanism of steering discourse via staffing decisions is opaque during
those periods when hegemonies have normalized themselves. Only when
hegemonies undergo fundamental ruptures do staffing mechanisms as
discursive control-measures become visible. For example, from 1995 to
1997 the South African Broadcasting Corporation purged the bulk of its
white staff, who were associated with the previous regime, and replaced
them with staff holding views ‘appropriate’ to the gatekeeping needs of
the new regime. By 1998 the new hegemony could rely on a normalized
(and hence opaque) staff cloning process at the SABC to deliver
appropriate discursive closures.

At first sight it might appear that the emergence of a new communi-
cation environment (which includes the proliferation of multi-channel
niche media and the information-laden Internet) will make discourse
closures through staffing processes less likely. However, under global
network capitalism, positioning ‘appropriate’ gatekeepers is still an
operative hegemonic mechanism. Many more (niche) media production
sites are now involved, but these sites are networked into large global
corporations so that hegemonically-appropriate ‘commonsense’ staffing
decisions (working from the global CEOs downwards) can still be 
relied upon to deliver gatekeepers with apposite worldviews. The Internet
does not substantively undermine this gatekeeper role because sheer
information overload has made people turn to professional information-
sorters (e.g. journalists, data-base packagers, search-engine and hyperlink
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designers) to guide them through (and or sift) the growing volumes of
available information. New ‘information-processing’ occupations simply
become new gatekeeping roles within proliferating media (information)
corporations. This means employment practices can still play a role in
building hegemonic dominance and, although newsroom practices have
been modified by online technology, the issue of creating gatekeepers
through staffing practices has not been altered. 

Another parameter-setter within meaning-making sites is decision-
making over funding. Funding and staffing issues are often related – for
example, deciding who gets to expand their team (‘empire building’).
Those viewed favourably by boards and CEOs are granted funding to
employ staff, deploy new technologies and establish pet projects – that
is, they are granted the organizational capacity to influence meaning-
making. Being viewed favourably within media organizations (and so
being granted funding) implies being seen as someone who can be relied
upon to organize the production of discourses valuable to the dominant
hegemony. So, within media organizations, funding decisions (like staffing
decisions) impact upon the direction of discursive production. 

News-making is also ‘constrained’ by work practices (news game
rules). Some practices are the result of conscious local-level decision-
making; others are ‘inherited’ from wider organizational practices (e.g.
company policies) or even from more generic practices (e.g. ‘Fleet Street’
traditions). Related to these practices are questions of how technology is
employed. Decisions over deploying technology (i.e. whether to fund new
technology use, and how, when and where to deploy it) necessarily
influence the fulcrum within which meaning is made. This, in turn,
impacts on the sorts of meanings that can be made.

It is not only newsroom practices that impact on meanings made.
The practices of the wider organization are just as important when it
comes to setting parameters. For example, within newspaper organiza-
tions, the print deadlines set by circulation departments and printers
necessarily influence journalistic work routines. More importantly, within
commercial news organizations, newsroom practices are necessarily
entangled with the needs of the advertising department, not because of
direct advertiser pressure upon editors and journalists (although such
pressure may occur), but because commercial media have to collect,
package and deliver audiences to advertisers (Smythe, 1981: 8). The task
of any editor in a commercial medium is to generate and package the sort
of material that will appeal to the audience that advertisers are interested
in. One of the easiest ways to achieve this is to appoint staff whose
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worldviews correspond to those of the intended audience, but editorial
intervention is also sometimes required. Effectively, what transpires is a
form of ‘market censorship’ so that discourses that may alienate the
desirable target audience(s) are avoided. Golding and Murdock (1978)
suggested that this disadvantaged ‘working-class’ opinions in the British
press, and Louw (1984) suggested that it disadvantaged black opinions
in apartheid South Africa because in both cases these sectors were not
attractive to the commercial media (because they were deemed to have
insufficient disposable income to be attractive to advertisers). Over time,
newsroom practices will naturalize the collection of certain genres of
information (i.e. those ‘appropriate’ for the target audiences) as well 
as the cloning of appropriate practices and staff recruitment. Once
naturalized, the ‘constraints’ on news-making will no longer be noticed.
Within that production site a certain set of discourses and practices will
simply be routinized as ‘the way things are done’.

Routiniz ing news-making

News is the product of a set of institutionalized work practices – practices
that are enmeshed with discourses about the ‘profession’ of journalism
(i.e. self-images) and discourses about audience. Journalists learn to 
work, and to understand themselves and their work, in a certain way. It
is possible to identify a ‘generic’ Anglo pattern of news-making practices
and newsroom structures, a pattern that has been carried across the 
globe during the periods of British and American domination. This Anglo
pattern ultimately has its roots in the ‘New Journalism’ of the nineteenth-
century commercial newspapers developed by Pulitzer, Stead and
Northcliffe. This pattern subsequently spread to radio and television
newsrooms.

Journalists are confronted by huge volumes of information and an
enormous array of phenomena that could qualify as news. Creating news
therefore involves sorting through these and selecting which will actually
be allowed to reach audiences. So news-making is a process of selection,
emphasis and de-emphasis. Journalists refer to this process as knowing
what is ‘newsworthy’. Effectively, journalists are gatekeepers (White,
1950), allowing some information through the gate, but blocking other
information. For anyone concerned with creating hegemonic dominance,
the latter (blocking process) is of vital concern. Creating discursive
dominance has as much (and possibly more) to do with what information
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is left out, as what is disseminated. As Cohen said, the media ‘may 
not be successful much of the time in telling people what to think, but 
it is stunningly successful in telling its readers what to think about’ 
(1963: 13). As gatekeepers, journalists decide what information is left
out, and therefore determine ‘what is thought about’. So journalists
become agenda-setters, creating ‘the agenda’ and setting the ‘parameters’
for what is discussed within a society. And, as Noelle-Neumann (1991)
has pointed out, these gatekeeping and agenda-setting roles have the
capacity to set in motion a ‘spiral of silence’. This means that social
discourse is progressively closed because people fall silent if their views
do not coincide with what the media portray as ‘majority opinion’. So
the role of ‘gatekeeper’ or ‘agenda-setter’ holds great social significance.

Gatekeeping has been institutionalized in sites called newsrooms,
where the process of selection, emphasis and de-emphasis has been turned
into a set of systematized routines. Significantly, it is the very routinization
of the process that has tended to render it opaque to journalists them-
selves. Anglo journalists, in particular, who work within an essentially
empiricist worldview, believe news is ‘out there’ and that they simply ‘find
it’. They apparently find it because they ‘know’ what is ‘newsworthy’.
Constructivists, such as Tuchman (1978), however, argue that journalists
‘construct reality’ rather than ‘find it’. 

News, as Tuchman (1978) says, is a ‘window on the world’.
Journalists, through their work practices, effectively break a window-
opening through the wall, and so create a partial view of the overall
panorama – that is only one portion of ‘reality’ is available through the
window-opening. The rest, outside the frame, is hidden behind the wall.
News is consequently always skewed by the size, shape and position 
of the window-frame. But this skewing is not usually the outcome of
conscious decision-making aimed at deliberately creating partiality.
Rather, the window’s position is the outcome of whatever set of practices,
work routines and discourses journalists have been socialized into
accepting as ‘the way things are done’. The partiality (and hence
distortion) of news derives from the news-frame – a frame built by
journalists applying their particular conception of newsworthiness. It is
possible to identify a broad Anglo conception of ‘newsworthiness’, a
conception with its roots in what can loosely be termed the ‘Fleet Street’
tradition. This Anglo conception of newsworthiness has been reproduced
in journalism training programmes throughout the Anglo world. These
training programmes, plus on-the-job socialization, have effectively
cloned the Fleet Street model from Los Angeles to New Delhi, and Sydney
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to Johannesburg. And so, despite minor regional mutations, a remarkably
similar news-frame exists across the Anglo world. Training has been
fundamental in spreading this ‘Anglo window’. The British Empire
approach favoured sending Fleet Street and BBC staff to the colonies,
either as colonial migrants or on secondments to train locals, while the
Americans have preferred routing overseas students through US
journalism schools. Once a journalist has internalized the appropriate
vision of ‘newsworthiness’ and the work routines to accompany this
vision, the model becomes ‘naturalized’ (and ‘self-policing’). Thereafter,
journalists need not confront the fact that they are constructing a partial,
skewed ‘window on the world’. 

So making news is about newsworthiness. But to become a useful
analytical tool, the obfuscated and mythologized notion of ‘newsworthi-
ness’, as used by journalists, needs to be given substance. Essentially,
newsworthiness is a learned, perceptual mechanism for routinely guiding
journalistic decision-making when journalists are engaged in the reporting
process – that is how journalists do their job (practices) and what they
believe themselves to be doing (discourses). Effectively, a process of
selection, emphasis and de-emphasis has been routinized in the following
way. First, journalists are trained to work according to a set of formulas.
Consequently, they repeatedly look for the same things and routinely ask
the same questions. The formulas effectively narrow the options for what
can emerge as news by ‘guiding’ the information-gathering process. There
are two key formulas: WWWWWH-questions (‘who’ does ‘what’ and
‘when’, ‘where’, ‘why’ and ‘how’ do they do it) and the inverted pyramid
(see page 139). Journalistic training privileges the writing of ‘hard factual
news’ that this WWWWWH-formula delivers. These questions are an
excellent short-hand method for getting to the essence of ‘immediate’
events-based stories (such as motor accidents or fires) but the formula
becomes a great hindrance when trying to report on complex issues
embedded in convoluted contexts (such as the reasons for the outbreak
of warfare). The hard factual news or WWWWWH-formula does not
equip journalists to report on complex situations, but it does serve to
confirm the professional discourse of ‘objectivity’. The idea that one 
is ‘objective’ because only ‘the facts’ (WWWWWH) are reported is a
powerful professional-discourse and ‘value-system’ and is central to
Anglo journalistic practice. In essence, because hard, concrete facts are
privileged, the stories acquire a ‘tangibility’ and so appear ‘factual’ rather
than ‘constructed’. Tuchman describes this as ‘facticity’ (1978: 82). It
allows journalists to hide from themselves the ‘constructed’ and ‘partial’
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nature of their stories. Further, just as the WWWWWH-formula directs
journalists to look at the world in a certain way, so too has television
journalism developed a standardized matrix of ‘action’ images that are
sought out. Effectively, television news has developed a visual formula
that drives journalists to produce a certain genre of news that seeks out
‘action’ and/or the visually spectacular. Because of this visual formula,
the WWWWWH-formula and the inverted pyramid formula, televi-
sion news produces radically simplified news constructs that eschew
complexity. 

The inverted pyramid directs journalists to grab audience attention
at the start of the story, in the introduction. The heart of the story is
packed into the first or the first two paragraphs. One does not construct
an argument by building towards a conclusion (i.e. a pyramid formula);
rather, one puts the ‘conclusion’ at the beginning of the story (the inverted
pyramid formula). In part, this inverted pyramid formula emerged in
response to the practice of newspaper ‘stone-subs’ (in the era of ‘hot-
metal’ printing), who cut stories from the bottom to make them fit the
page. Journalists learned that important material at the end of a story
stood a good chance of being edited out, whereas material placed in the
first few paragraphs was generally the least likely to be cut. The inverted
pyramid is now an entrenched and immovable practice not only in
newspapers, but also in radio and television journalism. This focus on
‘the intro’ mutated within television news into the ‘sound bite’. Effectively,
television journalists seek out spokespersons who are able to provide
‘snappy one-liners’. This makes television news even less able to report
on complex situations than newspapers. Public relations personnel use
their knowledge of journalistic formulas and the demand for ‘sound bites’
to maximize their chances of placing news stories that promote their
employers’ interests.

A second feature of the routinization of journalistic practice is the
importance of contacts in the news-gathering process. Contacts are 
the people journalists regularly consult when wanting information 
or ‘quotes’. Each newsroom tends to develop a pool of contacts who are
constantly consulted. News is effectively made through the symbiotic
relationship that develops between journalists and this pool of contacts
– journalists need contacts to provide quotes and information, while 
the contacts need journalists to develop their ‘profile’ or to promote a
particular idea, product or organization. For many people, becoming 
a regularly consulted contact is vital for their career. For example,
politicians need ‘profile’ and ultimately the media are the ‘dispensers’ of
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profile and/or fame. So any aspiring politician has to develop relationships
with journalists, both directly and through the ever-expanding teams of
public relations officers, spin doctors and media consultants. The need
to ‘cultivate journalists’ saw the growth, throughout the second half of
the twentieth century, of the phenomenon of ‘professionalized contacts’,
that is, a public relations (PR) industry. By the turn of the century no large
organization (commercial or state) was without its publicity machinery,
staffed by communication spin doctors and professionalized contacts
(often ex-journalists). 

The pool of contacts used by any newsroom constitutes a very small
minority of the overall population. Ultimately, the choice of contacts
reflects how that newsroom sees the community it reports on, the choice
of contacts being fundamental in defining the shape and position of the
‘window’ or news-frame discussed by Tuchman. A key mechanism for
creating this window is on-the-job socialization of journalists which
involves news editors or senior staff passing on ‘appropriate’ contacts to
junior journalists as they are inducted into the newsroom. Learning who
news editors and editors consider to be ‘appropriate’ contacts constitutes
an important part of the staff-cloning process in any newsroom. This will
be learned by having contacts ‘passed-on’ and by encountering dis-
approval when ‘inappropriate’ contacts are used. Using contacts narrows
the ‘window-frame’ in two ways. There is a tendency to favour quoting
the hegemonic elite in part because members of the hegemonic elite are
already deemed to be ‘important’ people and hence ‘newsworthy’, and
secondly because members of the already existent social, political and
economic elites tend to have the resources to staff publicity machines.
The ability to run PR machines has become an increasingly important
skill if people want to become ‘reliable’ contacts. Reliability involves
always being ‘contactable’ and delivering ‘appropriate’ quotes in a timely
fashion, that is understanding journalistic deadlines and their need for
quotes to fit their organization’s ‘in-house style’ and editorial policies.
This is the second way in which using contacts narrows the window-
frame: journalists stop telephoning their contacts when the first one tells
them what they want to hear.

When constructing a story, journalists will work through their
contact list, starting with the person who is considered the most ‘appro-
priate’ contact. Consequently, news construction has come to favour 
(and hence promote) certain kinds of people – those with the resources
to maintain publicity machines or who are able to deliver ‘quotes’ and
an ‘image’ concurrent with media requirements. To some extent these
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requirements have altered the nature of hegemony-building as television
becomes ever more central to circulating discourses. Building dominance
now drives hegemonic groups to recruit so-called ‘video politicians’ (like
Ronald Reagan or Tony Blair), who have appropriate televisual images
and demeanours that suit the electronic media. Secondly, there is now 
a need to gain access to enormous financial resources in order to pay 
for the professionalized publicity machines required for promoting 
hegemonic discourses. In the USA this led to the emergence of political
action committees (PACs) to raise money to pay for these PR machines.
Contributors to PACs effectively ‘buy influence’ in Washington. This 
has introduced a new dimension into hegemonic alliance-building. So,
developing a ‘professionalized contacts’ machinery for television has had
the effect of modifying power relationships and the nature of hegemony-
building (Smith, 1989: Chapter 2).

Will the importance of contacts decline as ever-greater volumes 
of online information become available to journalists? There is no doubt
that journalists will increasingly use online data-bases as resources 
to construct their stories (Brooks, 1997). However, data is not going to
replace the need for persons with ‘televisual images’ and PR specialists
delivering contacts and quotes. In addition, the emerging online environ-
ment will increase the cost of maintaining a professionalized publicity
machine because an additional set of staff will now be required to
maintain web sites and answer e-mails. 

A third feature of routinizing the work of journalists is the impor-
tance time plays in imposing certain practices. Time necessarily plays a
significant role in news selection processes because news-making takes
place within the parameters of deadlines. Newspaper deadlines were
traditionally set by the requirements of circulation departments, that is
their need to deliver newspapers to the furthest point of the distribution
zone. The emergence of multiple editions (updated every few hours) and
online newspapers has taken some of the pressure of deadlines off
newspaper journalists, but not to the point of removing deadlines per se.
Television news has to be produced in accordance with television
scheduling, and so deadlines remain a powerful feature of television news
practices. News has to be produced regardless of what is actually
happening outside the newsroom because newspapers are printed at fixed
times and radio and television news bulletins go on air at fixed points in
time. Hence, news practices have to build in the requirements of dead-
lines. In addition the ‘window-frame’, as described by Tuchman, is largely
built during office hours. So newsworthiness is implicitly tied up with
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production routines – the development of regular working hours for
journalistic staff and the meeting of production deadlines. PR personnel
use their knowledge of such time constraints to maximize their chances
of placing news stories.

A fourth aspect of the routinization of journalistic practice is
inducting new staff into newsroom procedures. Each newsroom will have
a set of procedures and a related organizational culture. Some of the
routinized procedures for collecting, writing and submitting stories 
will only be found in a particular newsroom (and perhaps tied to a senior
staff’s idiosyncrasies). Other procedures will be found across whole media
groups, when all the newsrooms in the group share a set of procedures
and an organizational culture. All procedures set parameters on news
production, and so socializing journalists into an organization’s pro-
cedures helps to steer their production into conformity with the genre
associated with that organization. Similarly, journalists are socialized into
an acceptance of the newsroom bureaucracy, hierarchical pecking-orders
and the particular style of office politics operative in their newsroom.
There is a relationship between the hierarchical chains of command and
the bureaucratized procedures that are operative. It has been suggested
that this is a defining characteristic of news production, namely that news
is the ultimate bureaucratized meaning-making – that news is simply the
outcome of a highly routinized process of collecting and processing
information, where the process is guided by formal rules. Hence news
takes on the characteristics of an ‘eternal recurrence’ (Rock, 1981) – it is
meaning that looks repetitive, precisely because it is meaning that 
is emerging from a repetitive set of bureaucratized procedures. For those
building hegemonies this is the useful thing about news: it is a form 
of meaning-making that is highly susceptible to manipulation for two
reasons. First, the existence of hierarchical bureaucracies in media
organizations means that it is possible for hegemonic elites to ‘diffuse’
their discursive needs downward (from the CEOs), although owners and
CEOs need not employ commanderism to achieve compliance. Secondly,
the existence of predictable journalistic routines and procedures mean
that ex-journalists (as PR people and communication spin doctors) can
employ their knowledge of these procedures to ‘plant’ stories at the right
time and with the right person, so as to maximize the chances of these
stories being used. 

Another aspect of journalistic practice to be routinized is the
presentation of the news. Procedures have been developed for designing
newspapers and giving some stories prominence. Newspaper sub-editors
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have a whole range of techniques at their disposal to emphasize some
news and de-emphasize other stories in accordance with editorial policy.
This includes decisions about which page a story is placed on, where on
the page it is placed, the size of the headline, whether a photograph will
accompany the story and what sort of photograph will be used (see Hall,
1981). Similar mechanisms for emphasizing some news stories, and 
de-emphasizing others, exist within television and radio production
practices. Hence, radio news directors decide on the running-order of
stories, and in television production, news directors, producers and tape
editors decide running-orders and which graphics and images to use. Such
‘presentation’ decisions crucially influence the overall narrative being
constructed and so impact on the interpretation of the news. These
‘design’ and ‘presentation’ decisions have also been routinized, with those
taking these decisions having internalized a whole series of professional
discourses which ‘guide’ their work practices. 

As the twentieth century drew to a close, a new medium – the
Internet – began to emerge out of the conjunction of new communications
technologies. And so, new communications professionals emerged to staff
the Internet production sites, such as multimedia designers and data
workers (specialists in buying and creating data-bases and transferring
meanings from old-technology formats into digital formats, copyright
specialists, etc.). Not surprisingly, the old news production sites developed
an interest in this new form of communication and in the 1990s many
newspapers and broadcasters built their own web sites and online news-
rooms to feed these sites.

As might be expected, many routines and practices associated with
print and television newsrooms were transplanted to the new Internet
production sites. Journalists have simply become ‘data-inputers’ into
Internet sites. The tyranny of print deadlines and television and radio
schedules have been dispensed with, only to be replaced by ‘procedural
deadlines’ when web sites are routinely updated. But essentially online
news is still made within set bureaucratized routines, and online news
still frames reality in the way described by Tuchman; only now, multi-
media designers have at their disposal a new set of tools for potentially
manipulating audiences that were not available to the older media
formats – namely, Internet users can literally be ‘guided’ by hyperlinks
and search engines. No doubt future hegemonic struggles over the crea-
tion of dominant meanings will need to pay attention to such ‘guidance’
techniques.
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Symbiotic  relat ionships in  news-making

News-making revolves around journalists, their practices and the organ-
izational sites into which they are embedded (newsrooms). However,
journalists and news editors are also enmeshed in sets of symbiotic
relationships with other professional communicators who are complicit
in making the news. 

The routinization of news-making effectively directs journalists to
privilege certain news-making sites over others. Some news is random
and accidental, such as aircraft crashes and motor accidents. But even the
reporting of this ‘random’ news has been considerably ‘de-randomized’
by the journalistic practice of using police, ambulance and hospital
spokespersons as sources for ‘locating’ and reporting such events. But, 
in general, it is non-random news that has become the staple fare of
contemporary news production. Most news now comes from four
‘institutionalized’ sets of news-making sites: the politico-legal system; the
sports industry; the entertainment industry; and the business sector. In
addition, ‘news-shapers’ (Soley, 1992) could be considered a fifth news
site, that is those who are promoted as ‘experts’ by the news media and
who are consequently called on to ‘comment’ upon and/or discuss events
with journalists. The development of ‘sound-bite’ television reporting
greatly enhanced the use such news-shapers. These news-shapers are
people whom researchers at broadcast organizations have deemed to be
‘appropriate’ experts, and who can be relied on to deliver comment that
is both editorially ‘suitable’ and which conforms to the ‘sound-bite’ needs
of the broadcast media. The news-shapers are seen as ‘specialists’ in one
of the four news fields mentioned above and so will be routinely called
upon to comment upon and ‘frame’ the news. On-air discussions between
these news-shapers and journalists often become a form of editorializing,
serving to set agendas in accordance with the editorial policy of the news
organization concerned. 

Each of the four news-making sites have professionalized their
relationships with the news media. All major organizations in society
have developed publicity machines. Some of these publicity machines are
now heavily accented towards marketing communicators (e.g. the sports
sector); others are geared towards ‘spin doctoring’ (e.g. the PR and
‘damage-control’ machines of politicians); while others are concerned
with ‘image-building’ or ‘public lobbying’ (e.g. many business sector PR
departments). These publicity machines are now integral to the making
of news. News has been substantively ‘public relations-ized’ as journalists
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have developed a symbiotic relationship with those staffing publicity
machines. For news organizations it is simply much cheaper to use
professionally-produced material made available by these publicity
machines than to produce it themselves. Publicity/PR machines have
effectively evolved into a form of journalistic ‘out-sourcing’. In the
process, co-dependence has emerged between journalists and publicity
machine personnel, as both have developed routines that intermesh with
each other. Contemporary journalistic routines for news-gathering would
simply collapse without the publicity machines with which journalists
now connect. And the professional hegemony-builders (politicians) and
sports personalities (plus the sports marketing machines underpinning
their activities) would have no one to perform to if journalists did not
provide the media conduits through which they reach their publics.

A neatly harmonized (and professionalized) set of team practices
has emerged which symbiotically meshes journalists with a whole range
of people whose careers revolve around professional ‘image-making’ (e.g.
PR people, spin doctors, marketers, politicians, sportsmen and women
and entertainers). Journalists need image-makers and image-makers need
journalists, and so each has necessarily developed routines and practices
for ‘using’ the other. Out of their routinized co-dependence emerges
‘news’. Essentially, the second half of the twentieth century saw meaning-
making (including news-making) become progressively more public
relation-ized, with the culture industry producing a particular form of
intellectual practice involving professional communicators working to
skew meaning-production in favour of their employer’s interests. These
professional ‘skewers’ are at their most successful when journalists
become dependent upon them to supply information. As newsrooms have
become leaner (because of cost-cutting measures), the pressure on smaller
news staffs to fill the ‘news holes’ has necessarily grown. This has tended
to shift news-making practices into even greater dependency on PRs hence
the growing public relations-izing of news. Consequently, for those who
can afford to employ PRs and spin doctors, it has become easier to
manipulate news. In general, those who can afford such publicity
machines are members of hegemonic elites. 

Clearly news production is a complex process involving many 
communication professionals. The relationship between these profes-
sionals and hegemonic elites does not look like a simple, one-way
transmission of messages, with professional communicators simply and
uncritically producing messages at the bidding of hegemonic elites.
However, a complex set of (sometimes obfuscated) relationships exists
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between ruling elites and professional communicators which generally
ensures that these professionals overwhelmingly produce and circulate
messages that service the needs of hegemonically dominant groups. These
relationships seem to fall into three broad categories. 

First, those who succeed in establishing their discourses as the
dominant measures precisely win the struggle for hegemony. This
necessarily involves finding ways to exercise influence over the institutions
of the culture industry. Such influence may entail direct ownership and/or
membership of media boards. But ‘influence’ need not be that direct.
Hegemonic elites, by definition, constitute the membership of influential
social networks. These networks, which include media owners, board
members and editors, have been called the ‘cocktail party circuit’, the ‘old
boys’ network’, ‘new boys’ network’ or ‘new girls’ network’. Hegemonic
elites transact a lot of their business informally within these networks,
business that ranges from brokering ‘deals’ to swopping favours at 
the race meeting or the golf club. Membership of these networks is
restricted, but it is not static. As hegemonic elites mutate, so too does the
membership of these influential, informal networks. Very few members
of these networks will have any form of direct control over news-making
processes, but their capacity to mobilize such networks to influence news
production should not be underestimated.

Secondly, those with command over resources, which does not have
to be one’s own property, are necessarily in a position to ‘buy influence’,
including influence over meaning-making processes. This may entail
‘buying favours’ or even outright bribery. But usually it simply involves
being in a position to employ ‘appropriate’ people. For example, those
who can afford to employ skilled PRs and spin doctors are more likely
to influence news production in ways beneficial to their interests. PRs and
spin doctors are hired for their knowledge of journalistic gatekeeping.
Their job is to use their knowledge of newsroom routines and practices
to find ways of setting the agenda for the agenda-setters. If successful, the
stakes are high for those involved in the struggle for hegemony. The end-
game for the builders of hegemony is to set in motion a ‘spiral of silence’
which closes discourse and so secures hegemonic dominance.

Finally, ruling elites are necessarily at their most secure (and so can
use less coercion) when they succeed in naturalizing their preferred
discourses and practices with three key groups of people: the gatekeepers
of the culture industry; those who manage, hire and fire these gatekeepers;
and those who train and educate these gatekeepers. Ultimately, when
journalists see existing economic relationships as ‘natural’, the mechanics
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of existing political decision-making as legitimate and existing coercive
arrangements (i.e. justice, policing and military systems) as legitimate,
they can be relied upon to ‘ask the right questions’, and produce reports
and images that confirm the existing hegemonic arrangements. Successful
hegemonic dominance involves achieving a naturalized and routinized
system for staffing the culture industries (perhaps especially newsrooms)
with intellectuals who broadly accept the discourses and practices of the
ruling hegemony. Hegemonic closure of discourse will be most effective
when those involved in media training programmes, media staffing
decisions and establishing media work practices routinely take decisions
that confirm the discursive needs of the existing hegemonic order, and set
up mechanisms to clone themselves. When hegemonically ‘appropriate’
decision-making is routinized, ruling elites need not intervene to secure
their discursive needs, and discourse closure becomes naturalized and
opaque.
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